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Fig. a.-Breaking hemp by machinery. A hemp gin in operation. 

practice has always been to use fertilizers liberally. 
In France a rotation of crops is practised, hemp alter

nating with grain crops; although competent authorities 
state that it may be grown continually on the same land, 
but not without fertilizers. In Italy where the highest 
grades of fiber are produced, and rich, strong loams are 
chosen for the culture, the land is highly fertilized. 
Here is the pratice that was formerly followed in Bologna: 
First, manure and olive husks; second manures (some
times hen manure); third, manure and the chrysalides 
of silk worms; fourth, manure and more olive husks
a "mixed diet," but very efficacious. The tough hemps 
of Japan and China are largely due to the heavy fertiliz
ing given the soil with barnyard manures. The general 
practice in Kentucky is to burn the refuse, after cleaning 
the fiber, and spread the ashes over the land. In a few 
words, the highest results can only be attained by fol
lowing in a measure the practice requisite for producing 
a crop of fine flax fiber, the chief essentials being a thor
oughly well prepared seed-bed, and proper fertility of 
the soil. Weeds are the bane of the flax-grower; but 
the hemp-grower need not fear them as the hemp plant 
is a most thorough weed exterminator, and a crop of 
hemp is sometimes put in to clean a piece of land that has 
become over foul with the seeds of troublesome weeds. 

Of equal importance with soil selection is seed selec
tion, and a well filled seed should be chosen, of a light 
gray color, glossy and heavy. Mr. Dewey, of the Depart
ment of Agriculture, informs me that in a recent letter 
from Messrs. Glass and Glass of Camp Nelson, Ken
tucky, it is stated that they have some seed of the 
Minnesota No. 8 variety, which has been developed 
by selection at the Minnesota Experiment Station and 
the Department of Agriculture. Some of the plants of 
this variety in the seed-breeding plot of the Department, 
the past season, averaged 3.05 meters high. Regarding 
the proper quantity of seed to sow practice differs. In 
France 1 Yz bushels per acre is considered the proper 
amount; in Italy 2Yz bushels; in New York as high as 3 
bushels were sometimes put in, while in Illinois 1 to 2Yz 
bushels are used. The general rule followed in Kentucky 
for many years has been to use 33 pounds per acre, sown 
broadcast and dragged in. The method of broadcast 
seeding employed generally in that State is to use the 
ordinary grain drill, after removing the rubber tubes, 
and attaching a board just under the hopper, to catch 
and scatter the seed as it falls, the drill hoes just behind 
doing the covering. 

After the seed is in the ground there is nothing further 
to be done until the plants are grown, and the stalks 
have reached their maturity, which is determined by 
the finding of ripe seed in the heads-in Kentucky the 
average time is about 100 days. Harvesting was done 
formerly with a heavy, hooked implement something 
like a sickle, but more recently the work of cutting has 
been accomplished by machinery. The use of sweep
rake reapers has become common, although in some lo
calities an ordinary mowing machine is employed, with 
a horizontal bar attachment placed about 4 feet above 
the cutting bar, to bend the stalks over in the direction 
that the machine is moving. It is said that with a 5 Yz
foot" mowing machine, thus equipped, one man and a 
team of two horses will harvest 6 to 8 acres a day. After 

cutting, the stalks may be allowed to remain on the 
ground as left by the machine, although if the crop is 
heavy they should be turned, as required, to assure 
uniformity in the curing. A better practice, but one 
which entails more labor, is to let the stalks lie until 
the leaves have fallen off, when they are made into small 
stacks and allowed to remain in stack for a period of 
two months, after which they may be spread over the 
ground to be retted. The advantage is that winter
retted hemp is brighter than that done in October. 

In these days of highly improved and efficient labor 
saving machinery, it is somewhat remarkable that the 
greater portion of the hemp fiber prepared in this country 
is cleaned on the clumsy wooden slat brake that has been 
used in Kentucky probably for a century (see Fig. 2). 
I found a similar form of brake in use in Brittany, though 
of lighter construction, being made of both metal and 
wood, and having seven instead of five slats. Breaking 
hemp in Kentucky, by hand, is an expensive operation, 
the work usually done by negroes, costing $1 to $1.25 
per hundred pounds of fiber, and the best workers can 
clean no more than 150 pounds per day. Only half this 
quantity is done on a Sarthe farm in France, but the fiber 
is very much better prepared, and is worth twice as 
much money. A very primitive machine has been used 
in Italy, which first crushes the stalks, then cleans the 
fiber by beating; before the hemp is ready for market, 
however, it is still further cleaned, and all extraneous 
matters removed. 

It is claimed that nearly 300 patents have been issued 
in the United States for machines for breaking bemp, 
the majority of which have proved absolute failures, 
while only a few have been found practical, most of these 
turning out inferior fiber. One of the most successful 
machine brakes, known as the Shely hemp gin (Fig. 3) 
has been in limited use in Kentucky and elsewbere 
during the past eight years. The device, mounted on 
wbeels, weigbs 7 tons, and is drawn by a farm traction 
engine which supplies the power when working. Witb 
a crew of fifteen men it will turn out 1,000 pounds per 
hour of clean, straight fiber, ready for baling, the}roken 

Fig. 2.-Breaking hemp by hand. 
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fiber and tow being thrown out with tbe cbive and waste 
matters. In this machine the stalks are fed sidewise 
and the delivery of the fiber is made in exactly the same 
manner. 

Regarding the cost of hemp production 20 years ago 
in Kentucky, tbe expense was estimated at $24 per acre 
with an average yield of 1,000 pounds of fiber. A crop 
of Japan hemp, grown in Kern county, California, cost, 
including baling and freight to market, $67 per acre with 
a return of 7,000 pounds of fiber. In an article on "Hemp" 
in the year book of the Department of Agriculture for 
1913, Mr. Dewey gives the total cost per acre at $35 
(on the basis of a 50-acre plot) with a return of 750 
pounds of long fiber and 210 pounds of tow-yielding a 
profit of $20 per acre. The long fiber is figured at 6 
cents and the tow at 4 cents per pound. In considering 
these figures it must be remembered that every cent 
added to the selling price of the fiber is just so much 
clear profit. That is to say, the expense account being 
already settled, an advance of 4 cents per pound-or 
lO-cent hemp-on the basis of 1,000 pounds of fiber per 
acre, would mean $40 additional profit. Surely, at the 
present high prices of hemp, the American culture ought 
to pay, without regard to tariff considerations. 

The illustrations in this article are from negatives by 
Mr Dewey, Fiber Botanist at the Department of Agri
culture. 

Gunshot Wounds in War 

DELIVERING a Hunterian oration before a meeting of 
the Royal College of Surgeons, recently, Sir Watson 

Cheyne described several interesting experiments which 

he had carried out regarding the disinfecting of gun

shot wounds prior to their being more elaborately dealt 

with at a base hospital. By means of microscopic lan

tern slides the lecturer demonstrated the effects of 

various antiseptics on colonies of bacilli which had been 

placed on waxy substances, representing suppurating 

sores. With the exception of one case, where a com

position of corrosive sublimate had entirely dispelled 

the bacilli-much to the surprise of the lecturer-car

bolic acid and creosol had proved the most effective. 

The experiments, he said, had been carried out by a 

committee formed of Fleet Surgeon Basset Smith, Mr. 
Arthur Edmunds (attached to the Royal Naval College 

at Chatham), and himself, and they proposed to pursue 

these further in the endeavor to solve the problem of 

effectively dealing with gunshot wounds, which had 

mystified medical men for ages past. 

The object in view was to introduce into such wounds 

at the earliest possible opportunity after infliction an 

antiseptic which would remain there, diffuse in the 

blood of the tissues, and inhibit the growth of the bac

teria until such time as the wound could be thoroughly 

disinfected. He felt sure from the experiments carried 

out that the dangers attending the necessary delay in 

conveying wounded from the firing line to the base 

could be entirely removed, and was hopeful that com

plete disinfection of wounds could be effected. Such 

problems, however, could only be solved at the front.
The London Daily Telegraph. 
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